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Multi-modal Sensing Techniques for Interfacing
Hand Prostheses: a Review
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Abstract—This paper provides a comprehensive survey of
current state of the bio-sensing technologies focusing on hand
motion capturing and its application to interfacing hand prosthe-
ses. These sensing techniques include electromyography (EMG),
sonomyography (SMG), mechnomyography (MMG), electroneu-
rography (ENG), electroencephalograhy (EEG), electrocorticog-
raphy (ECoG), intracortical neural interfaces, near infrared spec-
troscopy (NIRS), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), etc. Relevant approaches
that interpret bio-signals in the view of prosthetic hand ma-
nipulation are involved in as well. Multi-modal sensory fusion
provides a new strategy in this area, and the latest multi-modal
sensing techniques are surveyed. The paper also outlines the
new challenges and directions: exploration of robust sensing
technology, multi-modal sensory fusion, on-line signal processing
and learning algorithms and bio-feedbacks.

Keywords—bio-sensing technology, electromyography, sonomyo-
graphy, mechnomyography, electroencephalograhy, hand prosthe-
ses, multi-modal sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUNCTIONALITY, controllability and cosmetics are the
key issues to be addressed in order to accomplish a

successful functional substitution of the human hand by means
of a prosthesis [1]. To implement the controllability, body-
sensing technologies should be applied to collect bio-signals
that are related to native hand motions. Then the signals should
be transformed into control commands to artificial hands in the
most intuitive and undemanding way.

Current commercial prosthetic hands generally fall into
two groups: passive/cosmetic and active/functional prosthetic
hands. A cosmetic prosthetic hand mimics the shape of a hand
without manipulation ability. An active hand prosthesis can
be voluntarily actuated by the patient wearing it [2], which
can be either body-powered or electrically powered [3]. To
successfully manipulate a prosthetic hand, patients must be
able to exert the correct grasping type with proper grasping
force, and meanwhile to receive a perceptional feedback of
manipulations. Traditional input devices, like slider switches
and force-sensing resistors [4], can guarantee the working
stability, but end in a humdrum and non-intuitive control.

As prosthetic hands of multiple degrees of freedom (DoFs)
with high dexterity come to fruition, it will be necessary
for the control systems to follow suit [5]. Although mod-
ern multifunctional prosthetic hands, such as I-Limb (Touch
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Bionics Inc., UK), have the provision of controlling individual
fingers, user interfaces can hardly control individual fingers
[6]. The interface between users and machines becoms the
bottle-neck, which explains why current hand prostheses are
functionally plain from a biomechanic point of view [1].
To ensure a successful clinical evaluation and commercial
exploitation, prosthetic hands are required to possess a robust,
reliable and intuitive interface supporting dexterous control [7],
[8]. Besides, diverse bio-signals obtained through a variety of
human machine interfaces (HMIs) should be employed easily
by the prostheses.

Generally, HMIs can be categorised into invasive and non-
invasive interfaces. Invasive approaches usually need surgery
to implant electrodes in the human body, such as ECoG,
peripheral nervous interfaces (PNIs), whereas non-invasive
interfaces connect patients and prostheses via fixing sensing
electrodes on the surface of the skin, such as surface/superficial
EMG (sEMG), EEG, MMG, etc. Invasive interfaces can deliver
bio-signals with higher quality, while non-invasive interfaces
can be easily handled and maintained physically, but requires
preciser follow-on signal conditioning methods. In either the
invasive or the non-invasive interface, a variety of body sensing
techniques have been employed to provide diverse bio-signals
to achieve dexterous control of artificial hands. Recently,
various multi-modal sensing techniques have been developed
like the combinations of EMG and accelerometers, MMG
and accelerometers, and EEG and ENG. Literatures revealed
that multi-sensing technology can interpret hand motions with
higher accuracy than uni-modal bio-signals.

The remaining of this review is organised as follows: Section
II investigates the EMG and some relevant topics in prosthetic
hand interaction; Sections III and IV survey state-of-the-
art SMG and MMG, respectively; Section V demonstrates
PNIs and the corresponding ENG; Section VI discusses the
functionalities of a variety of HMIs such as EEG, ECoG, MEG
and fMRI; Section VII presents multi-sensory fusion strategies
in improving hand motion classification performance; Section
VIII proposes some challenges and directions; the paper is
concluded in the last section.

II. ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

EMG is a technique used for evaluating and recording
the activation signal of muscles and also utilized for the
electrical manifestation of the contractions of muscles [9], [10].
Remaining muscles in an amputation stump hide sleeping po-
tentials for the generation of specific patterns of EMG signals
corresponding to complex hand movements [8], underlying any
myoelectric prosthesis.
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EMG is divided into two main groups: nee-
dle/intramuscular/internal EMG and sEMG. Needle EMG is of
high selectivity and less representativity of the global muscle
activity. To obtain needle EMG signals, electrodes need to
be inserted into the muscle tissue through skin. Therefore,
few studies apply it for prosthetic hand interaction due to the
invasiveness [11]. However, it provides possibility of chronic
implants [12]. For instance, Pulliam, etc., [3] integrated
a fully implanted EMG recording system with a wireless
telemetry system that communicates with prostheses. sEMG,
a technique by which muscle activation potentials are gathered
by electrodes placed on patients’ skin; these potentials can be
used to track which muscles the patient is willing to activate
and determine what force is to be adopted [2]. Although
needle EMG has less muscular crosstalk allowing for more
independent control sites, there is no significant difference in
terms of accuracy in discriminating wrist and grip movements
[13]. Hence, sEMG has attracted remarkable attention in the
design and manufacturing of artificial limbs[14].

As far as myoelectric control systems are concerned, the
quality of signals should be first taken into account. The EMG
signal is non-stationary [15] and easy to be contaminated by a
wide variety of factors, like ambient noises, motion artefacts,
the physiological and anatomical properties of a patient [16].
To deal with it, Hargrove, etc., [13] proposed two major
approaches to increase the accuracy of prosthetic controllers:
1) use signal processing to extract more information from the
input signals; 2) provide more informative raw signals to the
controller.

A. sEMG Electrode Configuration
sEMG signals is most commonly collected using one or

more electrodes placed on the skin surface either with ref-
erence to particular muscles or equidistantly over an area of
interest [17]. sEMG can be captured by wet/dry electrodes
[18]. sEMG electrodes can be in passive or active mode.
However, active electrodes can not provide higher hand motion
classification accuracy as expected [19]. Recently, Li etc.,
[18] proposed a kind of textile electrode fabricated with
copper-based nickel-plated conductive fabric. And this kind of
electrode can reach a similar performance as the gelled metal
electrode in the task of classifying arm movements.

The importance of electrode configuration lies on its control
accuracy, prosthetic production cost, computational load, etc.
The layout of surface electrodes can be classified as: 1)
Muscle-targeted layout, requiring to pinpoint muscles and
adhere pairs of electrodes on the belly, as demonstrated in [2],
[20], [21]. 2) Low-density surface electrode layout, arranging
electrodes in certain patterns and distributed evenly on the skin
forming ring or belt structures, which is also known as uniform
electrode positioning strategy [22]. The channel number of this
configuration usually varies from two to sixteen. The concept
of low-density sEMG was first introduced by Huang etc., [23],
where six bipolar electrodes were distributed uniformly at 1/3
of the distance from elbow to wrist. 3) High-density (HD)
surface electrode layout, collecting EMG signals from closely
spaced electrodes [24], which would allow to exploit the spatial

information across muscles. Therefore such strategy can be
more useful for the study of complex dynamic tasks in the
free space and with a greater number of DoFs [25]. HD-EMG
is usually related to energy maps that illustrate what electrode
specifications experience strong myoelectric activity during
diverse motion tasks. These maps can also be examined to
determine whether distinguishable muscle activation patterns
are produced [26]. However, it remains a challenge to deal with
a large number of EMG channels for interacting a prosthetic
hand in practice.

The controversy towards optimal electrode number for EMG
signal collection for prosthetic hand control can be identified
between industry and literatures. For most commercial myo-
prosthetic hands, two electrode pairs on the extensor and the
flexor respectively are usually adopted due to space limitations
[27], power consumption [25], real-time performance [28], etc.
It is possible to provide natural, reliable myoelectric control
via increasing EMG channels across multiple muscles, but
add to the complexity of subsequent processing and analysis.
On the one hand, researchers tend to carry out experiments
with multiple electrodes. A reduction in the electrode num-
ber without compromising the accuracy has attracted great
attention, by which the requirements for controlling prostheses
would be significantly simplified [29]. Young, etc., [30] and
Li, etc. [31] presented that four to six channels were sufficient
for pattern recognition (PR) based prosthetic manipulation.
In addition, Huang, etc., [32] demonstrated that 12 selected
bipolar electrodes can obtain a similar classification accuracy
(only 1.2% drops) compared with the entire HD electrode
layout in a targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) application.
Literatures focusing on prosthetic hand control using different
amounts of EMG electrodes can be found in Table I.

It is abrupt to justify the pros and cons of electrode config-
urations by simply comparing the classification accuracy of
different studies, because the diversity of numbers of clas-
sification movements, the type and durations of movements,
the utilised classification systems, the number of subjects and
the data set sizes all contribute to various performance [17].
However, the proposed methodologies have reference values,
from which we conclude two points on the electrode configu-
ration that may promote further studies in both academics and
industries. Firstly, to extract discriminable patterns from EMG
signals, precise placement of electrodes on specific muscles is
not necessary [33], and low-density electrode layout can attain
the same target as tested in [22]. Secondly, in terms of hand
motion classification, a limited number of electrodes can reach
an acceptable classification accuracy as using more electrodes.
However, the influence of compromising in electrode number
varies with different electrode layout as revealed in [17], [23],
[25], [26], [34].

B. Pattern Recognition based Prosthetic Control
To implement myoelectric prosthetic control, several ap-

proaches can be utilised including on/off control, proportional
control, PR based control and finite-state-machine control. A
comprehensive review of terminology and proportional myo-
electric control was publised by Fougner, etc. [35]. Commer-
cial systems allowing to control over more than one DoFs tend
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to exploit finite-state-machine controllers [36]. This review
concentrates on PR based prosthetic control methods.

PR based control offers means of extracting more informa-
tion from available muscles than other conventional methods.
Therefore, it is possible to provide more natural, reliable con-
trol for myoelectric prostheses [26]. PR myoelectric control is
generally divided into four phases: data segmentation, feature
extraction, classification and controller, as described in [37].

Although great efforts have been made on PR based
prosthetic control, few clinically viable systems have been
implemented with this strategy [38]. Recent literature has
highlighted a disparity between classification accuracy and
usability on PR based prostheses [39]. To narrow this gap,
Scheme, etc., [39] introduced a selective multi-class one-
versus-one classification scheme, capable of rejecting unknown
data patterns, while Chen, etc., [40] proposed a self-enhancing
classification method that incorporated the knowledge beyond
the training condition to the classifiers from the testing data.
A number of recent studies aiming to improve EMG based
prosthetic hand control can be found in Table I.

C. On-line Training
PR based prosthetic hand has given priority to off-line anal-

ysis through real-time processing and classification algorithms,
as presented in Table I. Only a few studies involve in real-time
EMG PR scheme for prosthetic hand control.

In clinical applications, characteristics of the collected
sEMG signals vary with time, and make every PR based
control system face exponentially rising error over long-time
operation [16], [37], [47], [48]. Therefore, whether the off-
line trained classifier can be successfully applied to real
applications is still in question. The possible factors caus-
ing the above phenomenon are: electrode displacement, skin
impedance changes, artefacts, prosthetic donning/doffing, and
separation of intention from other physical factors such as
fatigue, stump posture, etc.

Online training [37], where a classifier is trained contin-
uously using new patterns during operation, makes the rate
of accuracy stable and insensitive to long-term operation.
Khezri, etc. proposed a real-time scheme for hand prosthetic
control, as shown in Fig. 1, in which an online training unit
is utilised to link actual EMG patterns with generated control
commands and further adapt to the operators’ characteristics
[42]. Castellini, etc. presented a simple but effective procedure
for selecting a subset of the samples on-the-fly, called online
uniformisation, which is effective in building a compact and
accurate training set for support vector machine (SVM)[2].
Amsuss, etc. developed a self-correcting PR system to im-
prove the classification accuracy, through which the erroneous
classification decisions are pretentiously detected[38]. Pilarski,
etc. claimed that they proposed the first demonstration of
a practical method for real-time prediction learning during
myoelectric interacting with a prosthesis[53].

D. Simultaneous Movements
PR based myoelectric control systems employ a sequential

strategy, where only one function of the prosthetic device can
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Fig. 1. Real-time scheme for hand prosthesis control, modified from [42]

be activated at a time, and sequential control of each DoF is
slow and tedious [54]. Conversely, natural limb movements
consist in the continuous and simultaneous activation of mul-
tiple DoFs. The continuous prediction of trajectories has the
potential advantage of allowing coordinated and simultaneous
control of multiple DoFs in a natural manner [3]. Therefore,
except for classification to assign a label to each sample in
the input space, regression can be applied to get the real-
values of input samples [2]. A comparison report on various
linear and nonlinear regression techniques for simultaneous
and proportional myoelectric control of wrist movements is
demonstrated in [55]. More issues regarding mapping EMG
signals into simultaneous and proportional control signals are
discussed in [36].

From another perspective, multiple DoF activation needs to
selectively modulate EMG signals in order to make each joint
move independently, and this evidently requires significant
cognitive effort to users [1]. Recent researches resort to muscle
synergy frameworks that systematically regards several joints
as an entirety, and all DoFs of a dexterous robotic hand may be
controlled by several synergies, which reduces users’ burden
in attention. Moreover, synergy is able to predict the EMG
patterns associated with untrained static hand postures [56].

E. Able/Disable Subjects
Since practical and ethical issues, only a few researches are

able to employ amputees to implement their experiments. Any
study based on healthy subjects is under a hypothesis that the
remaining muscles in the forearm are still sufficient to generate
efficient EMG signals for prosthetic control [21]. Although
some studies report that there is not much difference in motion
decoding accuracy between amputee and able-bodied subjects
[5], [7], [23], it is still a challenge to implement multifunctional
myo-prosthetic manipulation in clinic. Firstly, amputees are
required to wear a prosthetic socket over the day. EMG
signals not only contribute to the intended hand motions, but
also to sustain the weight of a prosthesis [57]. Therefore,
the corresponding EMG signal collected on amputees with
prosthetic sockets may not completely represent amputee’s
intentions. Cipriani, etc., [7] disclose that a sEMG pattern
caused by a simple lifting or moving of the prosthesis can
be misclassified into a hand control movement. Secondly,
muscular differences caused by different surgical procedures
lead to a unique case that requires individualised attention [26].
Thus, special treatment for amputees with different amputation
levels is required [5]. Thirdly, prosthetic users may differ in
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TABLE I. RESEARCHES ON EMG-BASED HAND MOTION CLASSIFICATION

Paper Electrodes Motions Segmentation(ms) Feature8 Classifier Accuracy(%) Real-time Note *

[6] 11/MT2 4 10005/06 FD+MEL9 ANN 90.7 no
[41] 2/MT 10 187.5/31.3 13TD10,FD + OFNDA SVM+MLP 87.8 considered
[42] 2/MT 6 200/50* 2TD+1TFR ANFIS 96.7 yes 50ms subwindow
[21] 2/MT 6 DWT SVM 97.5 no
[9] 2/MT 8 200/50* 6TD,STFR,WT+PCA FIS 83.3 no 50ms subwindow
[21] 2/MT 6* NM7 DWT+PCA SVM 97.5 no Grasp motions
[43] 2/MT 4 200/NM 1TD C-Means 92.7±3.3 yes
[44] 4/MT 6 1000/NM RoughEn SVM 95.2±3.0 no
[20] 4/MT 7 NM 8TD,2FD ANN 92.0 considered
[45] 4/MT 5 256/128 Bispectrum ANN 92 yes
[46] 4/MT 6 256/128 4TD SLR +DT* 91±1.9 no Low computing and memory cost
[23] 6/LD3 8 100/NM CSSP LDA 98/80.3* no Able-bodied subjects/Amputees
[47] 8/LD 9 200/175 3TD LDA 77.5/94.4* yes Before/after systematic training

[48] 6/MT 9 NM NM Thd+SVM 85.9±8.34 yes18 73.5±8.3
[22] 6/LD 5+14 NM NM SVM 95* no Three amputees
[49] 7/LD* 11 NM 6TD GRA 95.9 considered Active electrode
[50], [51] 8/MT 6+1 256/NM 6TD,FR* + DEFLDA LDA 94.7 considered
[7] 8/MT 7 250/50 MAV KNN 89/79* yes Able-bodied subjects/Amputees
[2] 10/LD 4 NM OU SVM 92.6 yes
[52] 8LD+4MT 10+1 150/50 4TD LDA 84.4±7.2 yes
[29] 32/LD 12* 200/25 4TD ANN >98 no Towards finger motions

[5] 32/LD 6 200/25 4TD* NN ∼90 considered19/LD
1 EMG channel number; 2 Muscle-targeted electrode configuration; 3 Low density electrode configuration;
4 Several hand motions and one rest motion; 5 Window length; 6 Incremental window length; 7 Not mentioned; 8 Features and dimension reduction methods;
9 Bold character indicates it is the key contribution of the study; 10 13 TD features.

learning capacity, and appropriate type of control for each
patient should be taken into account [58]. For example, there
exits obvious difference between unimpaired participants and
cosmetic prostheses users in the process of training [7].

F. Targeted Muscle Reinnervation

In 2004, Kuiken, etc., [59] present a surgical technique
called TMR transfers residual arm nerves to alternative muscle
sites. Once reinnervated, these muscles serve as biological
amplifiers of motor commands from the transferred arm nerves
and provide physiologically appropriate EMG signals for the
control of the prosthetic elbow, wrist, and hand. EMG based
prosthetic hand control after TMR supply several advantages
of intuitiveness, high level amputation satisfaction, sensory
feedback, and efficient simultaneous multi-DoFs control [60].

III. SONOMYOGRAPHY

Ultrasound (US) imaging, also known as medical ultra-
sonography is a noninvasive technique to visualise structures
inside the human body. The use of US imaging to exam target
muscle contraction is termed sonomyography [61]. For several
decades, US imaging techniques have been successfully used
as a diagnostic tool for forearm musculoskeletal disorders [62].
Recently, researchers start to employ US as an HMI to interact
external devices, particularly for prosthetic control. A human
hand is controlled by both the superficial and deep muscles
on the dorsal and ventral sides of the forearm, and therefore
detecting deeper muscular activity is necessary. Compared with
sEMG which is unable to detect deep muscle activities, US
remedies this defect. Besides, US also overcomes the inherent
weakness of electromagnetic bio-signals, like EMG, EEG,

etc., all of which can be easily contaminated by electronic
interference, like power-line noises.

In SMG, the interpretation and translation of morphological
changes of forearm muscles are pivoted in interacting robotic
prostheses, which has attracted great attention by researchers.
When a finger/wrist flexes or extends, corresponding muscle
thicknesses change. Fukumoto, etc., reveal that US is able
to successfully identify muscle volume changes and estimate
muscular strength [63]. Castellini, etc., [61], claim that there is
a clear linear relationship between the features extracted from
US images, and finger positions. Zheng, etc., [64] demonstrate
that the selected echo features of US images can be employed
to establish the relationship between wrist extension angle and
the percentage of muscle deformation.

Furthermore, US has been used to predict and recognise
simple wrist and finger movements. In [65], the joint angle
of the wrist has been evaluated by tracking features in a
window of US images. Zarka, etc., [66] conducted a notable
research by extracting feature from US images to predict finger
movements. Shi, etc., [67] utilise Horn-Schunk optical flow
algorithm to identify five-finger flexions from US images,
and have qualitatively proved that the directions of optical
flow field and deformations areas of muscle contraction were
diverse with different fingers’ flexions. Sikdar, etc., [68] show
the success of individual finger movement classification at 98%
accuracy using a standard ultrasound probe.

All the above studies are based on the well-known black-
white mode (B-mode) US, where image processing technolo-
gies are usually required to better understand US images.
A few studies also involve amplitude mode (A-mode) US
[69] and time-of-flight US [70]. By utilising A-mode US,
Change, etc., [69] have clearly highlighted a linear relationship
of muscular contraction and A-mode 1D single element US
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feature variations, contrary to the non-linear relationship of
sEMG. Tsutsui, ect., [70] show that it is possible to recognise
human joint motion using ultrasound pulse echoes.

IV. MECHNOMYOGRAPHY

MMG is a non-invasive muscle activity detection method,
and also known as vibromyography and acoustic-myogram
(phono-myography). It measures and quantifies lateral oscilla-
tions generated by dimensional changes in active muscle fibres
[71] at frequencies ranging from 5 to 100Hz. These signals can
be detected by microphones or low mass accelerometers [72].
They have been studied for pain monitoring, tracking of muscle
fatigue, measurement of muscle contractility in myopathic
diseases, and bi-functional prosthetic upper-limb control [73].

MMG has been employed to detect forearm flexions and
extensions and the exerted force. Lei, etc., [74] find that
the root mean square (RMS) of MMG signals increased
monotonously and the frequency variance decreased under
incremental voluntary contraction. Cole, etc., [72] used two
wavelet components of MMG signals to predict the isometric
contraction force of brachioradialis muscle, and their results
show that MMG is better in estimating the force rather than
gestures as vibratory signals are prominent with increasing
force. Ni, etc., [71] collected sEMG, MMG and US images
simultaneously to investigate features during voluntary isomet-
ric ramp contraction of rectus femoris muscle, and the results
show that MMG and EMG have a close relation with torque. It
is worth to note that MMG has the potential to detect weaker
contractions than EMG [75].

MMG has also been used in hand motion recognition. A
study conducted by Zeng, etc., [76] shows that the statistical
classification accuracy rate of 79.66%±7.32% can be achieved
in recognising four hand motion patterns using single MMG
transducer fixed to upper arm, where 11 original features of
MMG were extracted, principle components analysis was em-
ployed to reduce feature dimension, and quadratic discriminant
analysis was utilised for recognition.

V. ELECTRONEUROGRAPHY

Different form TMR approach that reconnects peripheral
nerves to other less functional muscles, PNIs directly capture
bio-signals from peripheral nervous system (PNS) via implant-
ing electrodes, such as longitudinal intra-fascicular electrodes
(LIFEs) [77], self-opening intrafascicular neural interfaces
(SELINEs) [78], and the corresponding technique is termed
ENG. Clinical peripheral nerve electrodes can be classified
into three groups: intraneural, extraneural and miscellaneous,
as discussed in [79], [80]. The use of invasive neural interfaces
that directly connects to the PNS is potentially appealing
because it is able to provide an almost “physio-logical”
condition in which efferent and afferent fibres, previously
liking to natural hands, may return to their role in interacting
the prosthetic limb/hand [77]. Both the extraction of motor
information and the restoration of sensory function are possible
[81]. A review of neural machine interfaces for controlling
multifunctional powered upper-limb prostheses can be referred
to [79].

To implement the task of artificial hand manipulation by
amputees, classical approaches are based on EMG signals,
while the emergent interest is to use neural signals directly
[82]. In 2005, Dhillon and Horch [83] firstly demonstrate
the direct neural feedback and direct neural control of an
artificial arm by amputees. Their approach allows amputees
to judge and set grip force and joint positions of an artificial
arm. Dhillon, etc. [84] discover that amputees were able to
improve volitional control of motor neurone activity. In 2010,
Rossini, etc., [85] achieved real-time control of motor output
for three actions using multiple electrodes in different nerves
with numerous contacts, and the correct classification reached
to more than 85%. Recent development by Micera, etc., [77]
demonstrates that motor information, like grip types and single
finger movements, could be extracted from PNIs and users
could improve their ability to govern motor commands over
time. Carpaneto, etc., [78] achieved classification accuracies of
more than 85% using the best combination of ENG channels,
and these accuracies are even comparable with EMG based
classification.

VI. BRAIN-MACHINE INTERFACE

A brain-machine interface (BMI), or brain-computer inter-
face (BCI), can be defined as any system able to monitor brain
activity and translate a person’s intentions into commands to
external devices in a non-muscular communication approach,
instead of being sent to the physiological musculo-skeletal
effectors [86], [87], [88]. It benefits patients who lost vol-
untary muscle contraction whereas the sensory, emotional and
cognitive processing remain largely intact [88]. BMIs can be
either invasive or non-invasive. For invasive BMIs, there are
three types, ECoG, the local field potential (LFP) and spikes
[89]. ECoG signals are measured over cortex, and electrodes
were not inserted into cortex, which is different from LEP
and spikes. Non-invasive recordings are obtained as electrical
or magnetic activity from the scalp [88] via EEG, MEG, etc.
Compared with invasive methods, non-invasive BMIs avoid the
risks of brain surgery [90], but these signals are of low spatial
resolution and susceptible to artefacts from other sources [91].

A. Electroencephalograhy
EEG is the most popular BMI because it is inexpensive

and mobile [92]. However, it remains a challenge to achieve
robust prosthetic control by EEG signals, and most literatures
are still on hand motion discrimination. Harshavardhan, etc.,
[93] proposed an approach to design EEG-based decoders that
can reconstruct finger and thumb joint angles during a reach-to
grasp task with 76% accuracy from EEG signals. Mohamed,
etc., [94] show that the average accuracies of 65% and 71%
respectively with 5 executed and imagined movements can
be achieved by EEG signal analysis. Bradberry, etc., [95]
successfully decoded hand position, velocity, and acceleration
from 55-channel EEG signals in three-dimensional center-out
reaching tasks.

EEG signals are usually captured from a great number of
channels. To make EEG based prosthetic hand manipulation
practical, channel reduction can be adopted. Through selecting
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6 of 32 channels using a genetic neural mathematic method,
Yang, etc., [90] achieved a classification accuracy of about
86% during the tasks of response to given motions. This result
is higher than that of using entire channels, which is possible
because that the EEG channels with irrelevant/noisy data are
eliminated.

B. Electrocorticography

ECoG places electrodes directly on the exposed surface of
the cerebral cortex to record electrical activity, seen in Fig.
2. Compared with intracortical electrodes, it takes advantages
of lower clinical risk, greater long-term stability; compared
with EEG, it can obtain higher spatial resolution, bandwidth
[96], singal-to-noise ratio [91] and less attenuation in higher
spectrum [86]. As such, among the possible cortical signals,
ECoG offers one of the most clinically feasible options [97].
More importantly, ECoG can present an advantage on finger
movements, since finger representations are more spread out
in the cortex [98]. To drive different prosthetic movements,
the existing signals in the motor cortex that are already
associated with finger movements and grasps can be utilised,
and ECoG signals that indirectly drive hand motions, like
tongue movements, can be modulated as well [98]. But the
latter is not able to satisfy the requirement of intuitiveness.

Fig. 2. The clinical surgery of ECoG electrode array implant [96]

Pioneers who pursue to decode hand or finger motions by
ECoG have shown great confidence in interacting prosthetic
hands. Chestek, etc., [98] have achieved classification accuracy
at 68%, 84% and 81% for identifying 5 isometric hand
postures offline from three participants who were undergoing
intractable epilepsy. Their online experiment on fist versus rest
classification reached up to 97%. Yanagisawa, etc., [91], [97]
used the power modulations of ECoG signals to control a
prosthetic hand, and demonstrate the successful control of a
prosthetic arm by the patients with motor dysfunctions. To
achieve real-time ECoG control with high accuracy, Benz,
etc., [99] used time-varying dynamic Bayesian networks to
determine connectivity between ECoG channels in humans
during motor tasks. Moreover, Fifer, etc., [96] also demonstrate
that complex movements can be decoded from a patient’s
ECoG signal. Five future directions on ECoG control are

concluded by Fifer, etc., [96]: improving the resolution of
ECoG arrays, maturation of decoding algorithms, provision
of proprioceptive and touch feedback, fully implanted ECoG
systems and ethical considerations.

C. Intracortical Neural Signals
Intracortical neural signals being collected within the cor-

tex by invasive electrodes are capable of interfacing hand
prostheses. A type of intracortical microelectrode array (4
mm × 4 mm, Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT,
USA) has been used to record neural signals in [100], [87],
[101]. Hochberg, etc., [100] recorded neuronal ensemble ac-
tivity in primary motor cortex and demonstrated that intended
hand motion modulates cortical spiking patterns three years
after spinal cord injury. Collinger, etc., [87] implanted two
Blackrock arrays in the participant’s left motor cortex, and
after a period of training, the participant was able to use
a prosthetic limb to do skilful and coordinated reach and
grasp movements. Hochberg, etc.,[101] demonstrate people
with long-standing tetraplegia are able to use intracortical
neural signals to perform three-dimensional reach and grasp
movements without explicit training.

D. Other BMIs
Other technologies recording brain activities include MEG

measuring neuromagnetic signals, fMRI testing blood oxygen
level-dependent responses and NIRS evaluating the activity-
related brain oxygenation [91]. Several studies based on the
above technologies have been completed to demonstrate their
potentials as a BMI to interact prosthetic hand via decoding
signal patterns of hand motions.

Sugate, etc., [102] used MEG signals to classify three types
of right upper limb movements: grasping, pinching and elbow
flexion, and obtained an average accuracy at 66±10%. Kauha-
nen, etc., [103] utilised MEG signals to classify the motions
of lifting the left, right or both index fingers, and achieved
accuracies from 80% to 94% (two-category) and from 57%
to 67% (three-category). Quant, etc.,[104] find that the MEG
decoding accuracy is more robust than EEG’s performance
during a task of classifying finger motions by pressing a
single button with different fingers. However, another study
conducted by Kauhanen, etc., [92] show that MEG and EEG
have the similar performance in classifying three index finger
movements.

Maruishi, etc., [105] used fMRI to localise activation in the
human brain during the manipulation of a prosthetic hand and
find that the robotic hand might be recognised in the brain
as a high-performance alternative to a real hand. Lee, etc.,
[106] demonstrate that it is possible to realise MRI-based real-
time control of a robotic arm only through subjects’ thought
processes.

Although MEG and fMRI are able to provide patterns for
controlling external devices, MEG devices and fMRI scan-
ners are expensive, immobile [86], [106]. Moreover, MEG
devices are extremely vulnerable to body-generated and urban
magnetic noise, when operating outside magnetically shielded
rooms [86], [91]. Therefore, MEG and fMRI are not suitable
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for amputees to interact prosthetic hands, except for a great
breakthrough of sensing technologies can be achieved.

Conversely, NIRS-based BMIs are inexpensive and portable
[107], [108], but no study reports single modal NIRS can
capture discriminative hand motion patterns yet. It should be
noted that NIR not only can be used as BMIs, but also to iden-
tify muscular activities. During muscle contraction, the NIRS
feature would show an amplitude change, which is caused
by the blood reflux into the muscle [109]. Several researches
regarding the fusion of EMG and NIRS for prosthetic control
will be discussed in Section VII.

VII. MULTI-SENSORY FUSION

Multi-sensory fusion provides a feasible strategy for the
improvement of HMIs’ stability. The inherent properties and
characteristics of bio-signals, as shown in Table. II, can be
integrated to better interpreting users’ intentions. A consistent
finding shows that multi-sensory fusion benefits hand motion
classification accuracy.

A. Inertial Transducer
Hand motion estimation by uni-modal EMG signal deterio-

rates by the factors, like arm postures, weight of the prostheses,
etc. As reported by [57], [111], [112], hand motion classifi-
cation accuracy is strongly dependent on limb position, and
a surface recorded EMG pattern caused by the simple lifting
or moving of a prosthesis can be misclassified into a hand
control movement. Therefore, some studies introduce inertial
transducers, like accelerometer, to track the changes of arm
positions. Experiments have shown that adding accelerometer
signals can improve hand motion classification accuracy [113],
[112] rather than adding more EMG channels [27].

In terms of signal fusion, two approaches were utilised in
[111]. One is named dual-stage approach, which identifies
the hand position using uni-modal accelerometer data, then
recognises hand motions on the basis of the hand position
information. The other one simply extends the dimension of
EMG feature vector by additional accelerometer signal features
[27].

In addition, accelerometer signals have also been integrated
in MMG based prosthetic control system. In [114], accelerom-
eter signals function to detect muscle contraction by a dynamic
threshold on MMG signals.

B. Electromyography and Near Infrared Spectroscopy
It is well accepted that EMG signals are sensitive to muscle

fatigue, which results in faulty classification of hand motions.
NIRS is capable of measuring muscle fatigue [115], so it
can be utilised to compensate the negative effects of muscle
fatigue. Evidence have demonstrated that the combination of
EMG and NIR provides better hand motion classification
accuracy than uni-modal signals [109], [116], [117]. In the
fusion of signals, Herrmann, etc., [109], [116] proposed a
feature named NIRSRMS that combines a weighted NIR signal
with the RMS value of EMG signals:

NIRSRMS = RMS ×NIRS (1)

C. Electroencephalograhy and Electroneurography

Combining non-invasive EEG signal with the invasive
recording of the nerve motor output could provide robust nat-
ural and bidirectional multi-modal HMIs. Rossini, etc., [118]
show that the information gathered from EEG signals is able to
significantly improve classification performance based only on
ENG signal analysis, which briefly presents the idea that hand-
related activities can be decoded by the combined analysis of
motor-related signals simultaneously gathered via intraneural
electrodes implanted into the PNS and scalp recorded EEG
signals to govern a dexterous hand prosthesis. Tombini, etc.,
[110] also demonstrate that the movement classification per-
formance improves through focusing ENG in an EEG-driven
time window.

VIII. NEW CHALLENGES AND DIRECTIONS

A. Robust Sensing Technology

With the development of sensing technologies, a variety of
HMIs can be employed to control robotic prostheses. However,
the robustness of bio-signal control still suffers. Some issues
can be considered to fulfil robust bio-sensing for prosthetic
control. Firstly, electrode displacement is a ubiquitous phe-
nomenon in bio-sensing techniques. The intensity, quality
and repeatability of bio-signals depend on correct placement
of electrodes. As such, new electrode arrangement approach
should be concerned to avoid electrode displacements. Sec-
ondly, bio-signals tend to be contaminated by various noises.
Thus, indirect approaches can be exploited, like force sensitive
resistor (FSR) sensor [31], [119], throat microphone [120],
capacitive sensing [121]. Thirdly, remarkable signal changes
would happen while subjects carry out finger movements or
grasp if they also involve in arm motions. Therefore, advanced
sensing techniques should be able to distinguish the target hand
motion from interference motions. Fourthly, invasive PNIs,
ECoG suffer from signal degradation during a long time use,
which promotes further research to improve the long-term
reliability of neural-interface systems [122].

B. Multi-modal Sensory Fusion

Given the difficulty of robust control by uni-modal sensors,
multi-modal sensory fusion is a promising substitution. Uni-
modal sensor suffers from information deficiency and specific
noises, and sensory fusion provide a complementary strategy.
For instance, EMG signals are susceptible to muscle fatigue
while NIR can diagnose it, and thus NIR sensor can be
integrated into EMG systems for fatigue to compensate the
shortage of EMG. Some works of multi-modal sensory fusion
have been introduced in Section VII. However, these works
just simply employ two or several types of sensory systems
to collect data for off-line analysis. Further direction of multi-
modal sensory fusion is to integrate them in both hardware
and software. Miniature sensors and embedded systems with
considerable processing power are currently available so that
the integration is feasible [10].
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TABLE II. CATEGORISATION AND COMPARISON OF HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACES

Categrates Bio-signals Bio-information Physical Properties

Muscle-machine interface

EMG [10] Muscle action potential Electric
SMG [64] Muscle morphology Ultrasonic
MMG [73] Muscle oscillation Acoustic
NIRS [109] Oxygenation Infrared

Neuro-machine interface ENG [78], [77] Peripheral neuronal activation Electric

Brain-machine interface EEG [110] Brain neuronal activation Electric
ECoG [77] Brain neuronal activation Electric

C. On-line Signal Processing and Learning Algorithms
Most of studies towards bio-signal based hand motion

analysis and prosthetic control algorithms are implemented in
a controlled laboratory environment, and subjects sit with a
comfortable arm position without moving limbs. Therefore,
the bio-signals cannot reflect the real situation when amputees
using a prosthesis in daily life. In addition, a motion pattern
that obtained in the training session would severely mismatch
the real patterns of the same intended motion. Future systems
should be able to deal with bio-signals under varying con-
ditions, such as free-to-move residual limb, diverse physical
factors, artefacts interference, etc. With such uncertainties, off-
line analysis would be little impact on the improvement of
HMIs for prosthetic control, because the limited off-line data
are not able to manifest the dynamic characteristics of bio-
signals in practice. Adaptive signal processing of the sensory
data stream is an important aspect for on-line systems, as
discussed in [10].

D. Bio-feedback
Decoding bio-signals into control commands of prostheses

is a feedforward path. Vision is the natural feedback path
that is utilised during robotic hand manipulation by amputees.
However, the human hand not only has proprioception, but also
owns tactile, pressure, stiffness and temperature sensations.
These multi-modal feelings are comprehensively incepted by
the “human body controller” to adjust hand gestures and
grasps. Therefore, it is necessary to bring in multi-modal
sensory feedbacks to robotic hands and make the prosthesis
a sensible replacement of a lost hand [2].

On the one hand, advanced sensors should be developed
to mimic the sensing functions of the human hand such as
high resolution pressure/haptic sensing array; on the other
hand, novel approaches are required to integrate the feedback
information into the perception system of amputees to enhance
prosthesis ownership. Targeted sensory reinnervation [123],
TMR [124], intracortical microstimulation [125] and nerve
stimulation [84], [85] have been proved feasible to activate
the perception system of humans. To avoid surgery of the
above methods, feedback information can be transferred to
the less functional skin by vibrotactile [126], mechanotactile
[127] and electrotactile [128] stimulation. Further directions
can be focused on: direct neural interfaces that provide intuitive
sensory feedback; interactive HMIs enables humans to control
hardware and collect feedback information [129]; techniques
that separate the feedback signals with the feedforward signals

[10]; training strategies that allow amputees to fit in the
artificial control system with bio-feedback [130].

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates a variety of HMIs for interacting
hand prostheses. The sensing techniques, including EMG,
SMG, MMG, EEG, ECoG, ENG, etc., are introduced in the
big background of hand motion classification, finger/wrist
angle prediction and prosthetic hand manipulation. EMG that
measures the summation of individual action potentials is
mostly employed in the control of hand prostheses, where
the key issues of electrode configuration, PR based prosthetic
control, on-line training are discussed. BMIs and PNIs have
also been explored to analyse the relationship between human
hand motions and brain or nervous activities. However, the
long term usability and robustness of BMIs and PNIs should
be improved before they can be applied in practice. In ad-
dition, SMG monitoring morphological changes in forearm
muscles and MMG measuring lateral oscillations generated by
dimensional changes in active muscle fibres are two physical
approaches, which are immune to electromagnetic interfer-
ences. Moreover, this paper also involves the latest multi-
modal sensing techniques. It is verified that the combinations
of EMG and accelerometers, EMG and NIRS, EEG and ENG
can yield better hand gesture recognition accuracy than uni-
modal signals. In the end, several challenges and directions are
concluded.
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